Explore Nature’s Great Room

The space created by combining resilient resources and outdoor opulence effectively extends nature’s invitation to enjoy the greatest room of your home.
ABOVE: VERSALOK SMOKEY HILLS TAN
BELOW: VERSALOK FLINT HILLS TAN WEATHERED
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Comprised of natural aggregates, concrete units will slightly vary from batch to batch depending on the environmental conditions. All colors in this brochure are approximate representations of standard colors. It is recommended that you view a physical sample before making a final decision.
**VERSALOK STANDARD UNITS**

Homeowners prefer VERSA LOK walls’ classic styling because its clean, symmetrical lines complement surrounding environments.

**VERSALOK STANDARD UNITS—WEATHERED**

Versa-Lok units are tumbled to offer a unique, rustic and timeworn appearance.

**DENOTES ADDITIONAL COSTS**
VERSALOK MOSAIC
A multiple unit system to provide varied lines and texture in a retaining wall system, still connected with a solid pinning system.

VERSALOK MOSAIC—WEATHERED
The most natural look of any manufactured wall system with a solid pinning system.

VERSALOK FREE-STANDING, COLUMNS & STEPS
The versatility of VERSALOK allows for corners, columns, stairs and free standing walls all made from the same unit. Ordered pre-split in advance or split on the jobsite by you, no other unit can compare to the ability the standard unit from VERSALOK provides.

MAYTRX UNITS
The MaytRx system is ideal for retaining walls, stone fences, steps, columns, and many other projects that display the character of natural stone installation.

Comprised of natural aggregates, concrete units will slightly vary from batch to batch depending on the environmental conditions. All colors in this brochure are approximate representations of standard colors. It is recommended that you view a physical sample before making a final decision.
**Keystone Compac Unit—straight or round face**

Keystone Compac II Series are interconnected using high strength fiberglass pins for strong shear connections. The connecting pins allow for ease of unit alignment and secure positive mechanical connection with soil reinforcement materials.

**Natural Stone Dry Stack Wall Stone—Non tumbled or tumbled**

3.5”H x 8”D x 12-20”L
5”H x 9”D x 12-20”L

**Cottonwood**

**Onaga**

**Non-Tumbled**

**Tumbled**
**Pyzique Stone**

One very unique possibility of the Pyzique Stone is the custom fire-pit, which is specifically designed around the exact radius of the unit. The fire-pit will always be the center of activity when hosting friends and family. This unit can also be used for small retaining walls, tree rings, steps, and columns. Color Options—All options listed at top of page.

**Pyzique Stone—weathered**

Same fire-pit as above, just a little different texture to showcase the appearance of a natural stone having been in place for some time. This rustic weathered unit can also be used for small retaining walls, tree rings, steps, and columns. Color Options—All options listed at top of page.

**Garden Edger**

Great option for a patio border or to hold in mulch and river rock on flower beds.
When the greatest room of your home lies just beyond the patio doors, the importance of harmoniously linking nature’s ambiance and outdoor elegance heightens.